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48.10 
C.-c., and 
(su/:Jni tted) • 
i987 ~, 
Henrichs, 
A Search for Brown Dwarf or Planetary-mass Companions to 
Solar-type Stars with High Precision Radial Velocities 
Bruce Campbell (DAD), G.A.H. Walker, S. Yang (UBC) 
Fifteen stars have been observed for the past 6 years with 
an absorption cell technique that yields relative radial 
velocities with an average uncertainty of about 15 meters 
per second. No short term (P < 6 years) variations are 
present to a limiting amplitude of -20-25 meters per 
second, and so none of these stars has a 1-2 Jupiter-mass 
(or larger) compsnion with orbital radius less than -3 A.U. 
No very obvious long term trends are present either, with 
one sigma limits on the accelerations of typically 2 m s-l 
yr-l • When combined with astrometric data this means that 
none of these stars has a brown dwarf companion in the 
range 0.01 to 0.1 Me. There are a few cas~s of apparently 
real velocity variations, but these are significant at only 
the -4 sigma level. If real, theSe imply companions of a 
few Jupiter masses, and could represent the tip of the 
planetary mass spectrum. 
48.11 
RR Lyrae Light Curves: Another Look 
N.R. Simon (U. Nebraska-Lincoln) 
We examine the light curves of 61 RRab stars from the 
data of Lub (1977). Fourier decomposition coefficients 
for 55 of these stars were reported by Simon and Teays 
(19B2); the remaining light curves were Fourier decom-
posed in the present work. A plot of the Fourier quan-
tities '21 and '31 vs. the metallicity parameter ~S 
reveals a dichotomy among these stars. For the 
shorter-period group (37 stars), 0.374 S P < 0.575, the 
Fourier phases ~21 and ~31 are directly correlated with 
metallicity. This is especially striking in the case 
of '21 which falls off very sharply with ~S. The 
metallicity in the first group spans the range 
o S ~S s B. In the longer-period group, on the other 
hand, the correlation between the Fourier phases and ~S 
virtually disappears. The latter group (20 stars) is 
characterized by: 0.575 < P S 0.747, 6 S 6S S 11. The 
remaining 4 s,tars stand out in one way or another as 
,follOWS: AA Aq1 and SAra belong to the first group 
but have ~21 and ~31 too small for their respective 
metallicities; UU Cet ahd FY Hya have periods which 
place them well within the second group, but nonethe-
less seem to follow the phase-metallicity correlation. 
48.12 
Detection of Radial Velocity Variations in the Rapidly 
Oscillating Ap star HR 1217 
J.M. Matthews, W.H. Wehlau (u. Western ontario)t* 
G.A.H. Walker, S. Yang (U. British Columbia)t 
We observed the rapidly oscillating Ap star HR 1217 on 
two nights in December 1986 for radial velocity variations 
using the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, and photo-
metrically with the 0.6- and 2.2~ telescopes of the' 
University of Hawaii. This variable was known to undergo 
light variations with periods centred near 6.13 minutes. 
on the first night of observation, photometric oscillations 
with that period were seen, with an amplitude of only 1.8 
millimagnitudes, and no significant velocity variation 
abOVe 130 m/s was seen. on the second night, the light 
variation had risen to 6.8 mmag (peak-to-peak), with 
corresponding RV oscillations of 400 ± 50 mls. 
This represents the first detection of rapid RV variations 
in an roAp star, and the first direct evidence that these 
stars are indeed pulsating variables. The results from the 
second night yield an RV-to-light amplitude ratio, 2K/~B 
= 59 ± 12 km/s/mag, and a phase lag, ~~ = 0.045 ± 0.005 
cycles. These values are inconclusive as a test of whether 
the roAp stars are related to the <5 Scuti pulsators. The 
modulation of the RV and light amplitudes of HR 1217 over, 
the two nights does provide additional support for Kurtz's 
(1982) "oblique pulsator" model for the roAp stars 
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